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SAINT BRUNO’S OWN WORDS 

Sermons of Reverend Father 
Dom André Poisson for the 9

th
 Centenary 

of the Arrival of Saint Bruno at Chartreuse, 
Given at La Grande Chartreuse, 1983-1984 

Part 2: Sermons VI-X (1984) 

N 

FOREWORD 

The General Chapter has recognized Saint Bruno’s role as the media-

tor of grace in respect of his sons. He discharges this function in the 

first place by his prayer, his transparence in the presence of the living 

God, Whose luminosity he reflects in the secret places of our hearts 

and in the very life of the Order. But have we not sometimes certain 

tendencies to underestimate the other message which he never ceases 

to pass on to us: the letters, literally written by his hand, in which his 

heart expresses itself with all freedom and truth? 

Upon these letters there have been learned studies in the past and no 

doubt there will be more to come in the future. They are of value as 

they incite to penetrate into the intentions of our Blessed Father. 

But they do not exhaust the possibilities which present themselves to 

us for sitting at his feet. For just as learned exegesis prepares us for 

lectio divina, both simple and appetizing of the Word of God, so side 

by side with the technical studies of the letters of Saint Bruno we are 

summoned to lectio divina of this utterance of the word of God which 

they represent for us. 

It is a personal contact which each one of us ought to seek in the si-

lence of the cell according to his personal attractions and the move-

ment of grace. Would that each one of us might from time to time re-

turn to these letters in order to remain close to this source of living 

water in all its irreplaceability which Providence has placed at our 

disposal. 
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It is in this spirit that the Sermons addressed to the Chapter of the 

Grande Chartreuse, from the feast of Saint Bruno in 1983 until that of 

Saint John the Baptist 1984, have taken as their guiding line the let-

ters of Bruno, not in order to use them as a systematic course of read-

ing, but to allow oneself to be directed by themes which seem today to 

correspond with very real needs. 

By way of brotherly sharing, and in homage to our Spiritual Father, I 

transmit them to the whole Order, not by way of an official indoctri-

nation, but as an encouragement addressed to each one of us that we 

should pay ever greater heed to the advice given us in the Customs of 

Guigo, “Do not rest content with the above examples in praise of our 

vocation; gather together many more…,”* by reading with your own 

heart everything that Saint Bruno says to it even today. 

(signed) Fr. ANDRÉ
†
 

 

 

                                                      
*
 Statutes of the Carthusian Order (abbreviation St), 2.12. 

†
 Dom André Poisson (1923-2005), was Prior of La Grande Chartreuse and Superior 

General (“Reverend Father”) of the Carthusian Order from 1967 to 1997. He was 

Prior of the Charterhouse of the Transfiguration from 1997 to 1999, and Vicar of 

the Nuns of the Charterhouse of Vedana from 1999 to 2001. 

LA GRANDE CHARTREUSE AS SEEN 

FROM CHARMANT-SOM MOUNTAIN; 
LEFT: THE CEMETERY 
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LETTERS OF SAINT BRUNO 

1. TO RAOUL LE VERD, 
PROVOST OF THE RHEIMS CHAPTER 

1. To the Venerable Raoul Provost of Rheims in a spirit of most pure 

charity Bruno addresses his salutations. 

In you there shines the fidelity of an old and solid friendship, all the 

more remarkable and more worthy of praise that it is more rare to encounter 

it among men. Despite the distances and periods of time which have separat-

ed us, never for a moment has your affection come to the point where it 

could feel itself cut off from its old friend. The profound gentleness of the 

letters in which you have told me once again of the tenderness of your 

friendship, the generous benefits bestowed with such prodigality upon my 

person as also upon Brother Bernard on my behalf, and many further signs 

beyond, all these things give further proof. My gratitude is certainly not at 

the height which you would deserve, but it gushes from the crystalline 

sources of affection and as a reply to such overwhelming kindness. 

2. A traveler, who on other occasions proved sufficiently reliable, has 

left quite a long time ago as bearer of a letter I was sending to you. As he has 

never yet reappeared, it seemed to me reasonable to send a member of our 

community in order to keep your charity informed of what is happening to 

me. In writing I can no longer keep abreast of it, by verbal reports he will be 

able to give it to you more in detail. 

3. May your dignity be aware—for perhaps it is not a question of indif-

ference for you—that my bodily health is good (if only it were the same for 

the soul!); for everything that concerns external matters all goes as well as 

one could wish. But in very truth I am waiting in persevering prayer a ges-

ture of the divine mercy which would heal all my interior miseries and satis-

fy my desires. 

4. I am in Calabria with certain brothers, men of religion some of whom 

are highly cultivated, who constantly mount a holy guard while waiting the 

return of their Master so that they can open up for Him as soon as He 

knocks.
*
 I live in a wilderness far removed on all sides from dwellings of 

men. On its charm, its wholesome and moderate air, the vast and agreeable 

plain which stretches itself out between the mountain ranges, with its grassy 

meadows and its flowering pastures, how can one make worthy comment. 

                                                      
*
 See Luke 12:36. 
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The perspectives of the hills, which climb gently on all sides, the shady se-

crets of the valleys, where there is all the abundance of streams you could 

want, trickling waters and springing freshets, who would dare to describe 

them, not to mention well-watered gardens and orchards planted with various 

trees. 

 
5. But why spend my time on all that? For the wise man quite other are 

the pleasures, infinitely sweeter and more valuable because of divine origin. 

After all, when the rigor of regular discipline and spiritual exercises impose 

burdens on souls too fragile, the latter finds relief and repose in these 

charms. For the bow in fact by remaining too bent without relaxation loses 

its strength and is no longer fit for use. 

6. What benefits and divine exultation the silence and solitude of the 

desert hold in store for those who love it, only those who have experienced it 

can know. 

There alone can ardent men enter as much as they want into themselves 

and stay there, giving vigorous growth to their virtues, and with delight nour-

ishing themselves on the fruits of Paradise. 

There alone does one seek actively for that eye whose clear gaze 

wounds with love the Heavenly Spouse, the pure and transparent love which 

sees God. 

There alone we can observe a busy leisure, and rest in quiet activity. 

BRUNO IN CALABRIA 
BY LAURA CULTRERA 

ITALY 
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There also, God crowns His athletes for their stern struggle with the 

hoped-for reward: a peace unknown to the world, and joy in the Holy Spirit. 

  
For she is that fair Rachel in all her elegance, the one whom Jacob pre-

ferred even if she gave him fewer children than Leah, the mother of more 

children despite her dim eyes.
*
 Indeed the offspring of contemplation are less 

numerous than those of active life; nevertheless Joseph and Benjamin are 

preferred by their father to their other brothers.
†
 

It is the better part chosen by Mary of which she will not be deprived.
‡
 

7. For she is the lovely Shunammite, the only maiden reserved through-

out Israel to embrace to her bosom the aging David and to restore his waning 

affection.
§
 

And you, my very dear Brother, do you not love her above all else, so 

that grasped in her embrace, you are burning with a love quite divine. If ever 

a desire for contemplation sprang up in your soul, immediately that seductive 

and caressing cheat, which is the glory of the world, would fill you with dis-

gust, and riches so overladen with cares, so burdensome for the spirit, would 

                                                      
*
 See Genesis 29:17-18 

†
 See Genesis, passim. 

‡
 See Luke 10:38-42. 

§
 See 1 Kings 1:2-3. 
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find themselves effortlessly cast aside, and pleasures themselves would grow 

repugnant, for they are no less harmful to the body than to the soul. 

8. In your wisdom you are not unaware Who has said, “If anyone loves 

the world and that is in the world, that is to say sensual lust, the enticement 

for the eyes and a pretentious life—the love of the Father is not in him.”
*
 

And similarly “Whoever wants to be a lover of the world makes himself an 

enemy of God.”
†
 But then is there a worse disorder, a similar manifestation 

of a spirit out of order and in a state of collapse, an attitude more deadly or 

more lamentable than to rise up against Him Whose power is irresistible and 

Whose justice is certain, and to wish to declare war on Him? Are we stronger 

than He is? Today His goodness invites us without ever wearying to show 

ourselves penitent, but does that mean to say that He will not in the end pun-

ish the insult committed by scorning this offer? What could be more contra-

ry, more opposed to reason, to justice, to nature, than to love the creature 

more than the Creator, to pursue passing advantages rather than eternity itself 

or things terrestrial rather than celestial? 

9. What are we then to do, O my well beloved friend? What if not to be-

lieve in the divine counsels, to believe in that Truth itself which can never 

deceive? It in effect gives this advice to the entire world, “Come to Me, all 

who labor and are heavy laden, and I will give you rest.”
‡
 Is it not a ghastly 

and useless torture to be tormented by ones desires, to be constantly bruising 

oneself against the cares and anguish, the fear and suffering caused by these 

desires? What burden is heavier than that the weight of which drags down 

the spirit from the summit of its sublime dignity towards the lowest depths of 

total wickedness? Flee, O my dear brother, flee from all these troubles and 

anxieties, and pass from the storms of this world to the repose and security of 

the harbor. 

10. In your prudence you well know what Wisdom itself has said, 

“Whoever of you does not renounce all that he has cannot be My disciple.”§ 

That it is noble, useful and pleasant to stay firm in its school under the guid-

ance of the Holy Spirit, and there to learn the divine philosophy which alone 

bestows true happiness, is this not clear to all? 

11. So it is therefore of the highest importance for you to examine the 

situation with all possible wisdom and prudence. If the love that God be-

stows on you does not attract you, if the allurements of such rewards do not 

                                                      
*
 1 Jn 2:15-16. 

†
 James 4:4. 

‡
 Matthew 11:28. 

§
 Luke 14:33. 
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undermine your resistance, do at least allow yourself to be convinced by the 

fear of an inescapable punishment. 

12. You know the obligation which binds you, and to Whom you are so 

bound. Almighty and awe-inspiring is He Whom you have made a vow to 

give yourself as an offering agreeable in His eyes: you have not the right to 

break down on that word you have pledged to Him and it is not to your inter-

est to do so for He cannot tolerate that men should fool Him with impunity. 

13. You, whom I love, will recall. One day we were both together with 

Fulk One-eye in the little garden belonging to Adam’s house where I was 

then lodging. The deceitful pleasures, the perishable riches of this world, and 

the joys of unending glory were, it seems to me, the subject of our conversa-

tion. At that moment, on fire with divine love, we have promised and made a 

vow, and decided to leave without delay this fleeting world to put ourselves 

in pursuit of the eternal realities and to accept the monastic habit. All this 

would have been done at once 

had not Fulk then left for Rome. 

We put off the execution of our 

plan until the time of his return. 

He was delayed, other motives 

came into play, courage cooled 

off and fervor waned. 

14. What is to be done, my 

very dear friend, if not to dis-

charge yourself as soon as you 

can of such debt, if for so grave 

and so prolonged a breach of 

your word you do not wish to 

incur the wrath of the almighty 

God, and thereby atrocious suf-

ferings? What great men of this 

world would indeed allow any 

one of his subjects to cheat him 

of a gift he had promised to 

make him, especially if he at-

tached exceptional value to it? 

So I ask you to put your confi-

dence not in my words, but ra-

ther in those of the Psalmist or indeed of those of the Holy Spirit, “Make and 

keep vows to the Lord your God. May all present bring gifts to this awesome 

God, Who checks the pride of princes, inspires awe among the kings of 

IN THE GARDEN OF THE HOUSE OF ADAM 
BY A CARTHUSIAN MONK 

SPAIN, 20TH CENTURY 
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earth.”
*
 You hear your God, you hear Him Who fills with terror and cuts 

short the breath of princes. You hear Him Who fills the kings of the earth 

with terror. Why is the Holy Spirit so insistent if not to persuade you to ful-

fill the vow which you promised? Why fulfill only with regret what will not 

involve you in any loss or diminu-

tion of your assets? It is you who 

will find therein the greater ad-

vantages and not He Whom you 

will be paying His dues. 

15. May the deceitful charms 

of wealth so incapable of banishing 

unhappiness no longer retain you, 

nor the dazzle of your position as 

Provost which it is so difficult to 

perform without putting your soul 

in grave danger. For you find your-

self established as the custodian of 

other men’s property and not its 

proprietor; if you divert it to your 

own personal use—please do not 

allow my language to irritate you—

it is no less odious than unjust. If 

luxury and splendor allure you and 

you keep up a household of consid-

erable magnificence, are you not 

going to be obliged to make up for 

the insufficiency of the income 

which you have earned by honest 

means, to find methods of depriving some of what you are giving to others? 

To do so is neither moral nor to show oneself generous, for nothing is gener-

ous unless it is basically just. 

16. I would like to see your love convinced of one thing, My Lord the 

Archbishop has great confidence in your advice and gladly leans on it. It is 

easy enough to give advice not all of which is right or useful, and the thought 

of the services you render him ought not to prevent you from giving to God 

the tenderness you owe Him. This tenderness the more just it is, the more it 

is useful. 

Yes, what is there so just and so useful, in other words what is there in 

human nature so deeply rooted and so profoundly adapted as loving the 

                                                      
*
 Psalm 76:12-13. 

SAINT BRUNO, 15TH CENTURY 
CROSIER, MITER AND SKULL 

SYMBOLIZE BRUNO’S DETACHMENT OF WORLDLY 

AND RELIGIOUS AMBITION 
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good? What other good can compare with God? Indeed, what other good is 

there besides God? 

What is more, in the presence of this Good, Whose incomparable bril-

liance, splendor and beauty can in some small measure be experienced, the 

holy soul is inflamed by the fire of love, “My soul thirsts,” it says, “for the 

strong living God; when shall I come and appear before the Face of God?”
*
 

17. I hope, dear brother, that you will not disdain this friendly reminder 

or turn a deaf ear to the words of the Holy Spirit. I hope, beloved friend, that 

you will grant my desire and my prolonged period of waiting; that my soul 

be released from the torture of anxieties, cares and the fear it suffers on your 

behalf. For if it happened to you—and may God preserve you from it—that 

you left this life before fulfilling your vow, you would leave me a prey to 

constant sadness, a broken man without the consolation of any hope. 

18. That is why I am anxious to influence you by my insistence: on the 

occasion for example of a pilgrimage to Saint Nicholas, be kind enough to 

come as far as me. You will then see someone who is fond of you with an 

unequalled affection. We shall be able to discuss with each other our affairs, 

our manner of religious life and our common interests. I have confidence in 

our Lord that you will not regret having braved the fatigues of such a jour-

ney. 

19. I have overstepped the normal limits of a letter; as I am not able to 

address you side by side, I shall at least have spent longer with you while I 

was chatting to you. 

Keep out of all danger, my dear Brother; don’t forget my advice and 

keep well. This is my most fervent wish. 

Send me a copy of the life of Saint Remigius, I beg of you, for it is im-

possible to get it down here. 

Farewell. 

N 

                                                      
*
 Psalm 41:3 Vulgate, Douay-Rheims Bible; Psalm 42:3 New American Bible. 
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2. TO HIS SONS AT CHARTREUSE 

A letter that our Venerable Father Bruno wrote in a hermitage in Ca-

labria known as The Tower, and which he addressed to his Sons at Char-

treuse. 

To his sons so dearly beloved in Christ, Father Bruno sends his greet-

ings in our Lord. 

1.1. I have learned the inflexible strictness of your prudent and truly 

praiseworthy observance thanks to the detailed and kindly-intentioned report 

which our only too happy Brother Landuin has 

given me. I have heard him recount to me your 

holy love and your unflagging zeal for purity of 

heart and for virtue in all its forms. For all of 

which my spirit exults in the Lord.
*
  

1.2. Yes indeed I exult, I feel myself led on 

to praise the Lord and to thank Him and yet never-

theless my sighs are of the bitterest. I exult, it is 

true, as indeed it should be, to see your virtue mul-

tiplying and bearing fruit, but I suffer and blush at 

remaining fruitless and slack, and lying in the 

shame of my sinfulness. 

1.3. So, rejoice, my very dear brothers, in 

your fortunate fate and the abundance of graces 

which God has lavished on you. 

Rejoice also in having escaped from the toss-

ing waves of the world and from all their dangers 

and shipwrecks. Rejoice in having entered into 

possession of rest and security at having been able 

to cast anchor in the most hidden of harbors. 

1.4. Many would want to arrive at your goal; indeed many make every 

effort to attain to it without ever getting there; finally, many after having got 

there are not admitted, because Heaven has not granted such a grace to any-

one of them. Therefore, my brothers, count it a certitude, proven time and 

time again: whoever has once experienced such an enviable good, and sub-

sequently lost it for whatever reasons, will grieve over his loss to the end of 

his days, if he has any regard or concern for the salvation of his soul. 

* * * 

                                                      
*
 See Luke 1:47. 

SAINT BRUNO 
FREI CELSO BORDIGNON 

BRAZIL, 1995 
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2.1. With reference to you, my dearly beloved lay brothers, I say “My 

soul magnifies the Lord,”
*
 for I witness how his measureless mercy came to 

rest on you, when I hear how your Prior and 

beloved Father, who is so proud and happy 

on your account, recount it all. 

2.2. I too am full of joy to see how in 

your case, who know neither how to read or 

write, the almighty God writes with His 

own finger in your hearts the love and 

knowledge of His holy law. Yes, you show 

forth by your acts what you love or what 

you know when you practice true obedience 

with all prudence and generosity. It then 

becomes apparent that you know how to 

gather the infinitely sweet and life-giving 

fruit of what God is writing in you. 

2.3. This genuine obedience which 

you practice is the accomplishment of the desires of God; at the same time it 

gives access to the complete submission according to the Holy Spirit of 

which it is the distinctive sign. It cannot exist without much humility and an 

4exceptional abnegation. It is 

always accompanied by a very 

pure love of the Lord and au-

thentic charity towards our fel-

low men. 

2.4. So, my dear brothers, 

abide in that which you have 

attained, and flee as from the 

plague that baneful crowd of 

would-be monks. They scatter 

everywhere their bits of writ-

ings, muttering things they nei-

ther understand nor like and which they contradict by their words no less 

than by their acts. Idle wanderers from place to place, they turn themselves 

into slanderers of anyone who leads a good and religious life. While obedi-

ence and all forms of discipline are detestable to them, they consider them-

selves worthy of all praise if they have destroyed the character of those who 

have deserved it. 

* * * 

                                                      
*
 See Luke 1:46. 

A BROTHER DISTRIBUTING THE MEAL 
IN THE FATHERS’ CLOISTER 
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3.1. I wanted to keep brother Landuin near me because of his serious 

and numerous ailments. But for him there can be no question of recovering 

health, joy, life or anything else of value far away from you all; and he re-

fused. His abundant tears and repeated sighs gave ample testimony of how 

much you count for him and with what flawless love he cherishes you all. 

And so I did not wish to compel him, so as not to hurt anyone: neither him-

self nor any one of you who are so dear to me by reason of your virtues.  

 

 

3.2. And so, dear brothers, I warn you quite frankly, I beseech you and I 

insist: give active proof of the love you cherish in your hearts for him, your 

Prior and most dear Father; with all delicacy and affectionate care obtain for 

him everything that his various infirmities require. 

3.3. It is possible that he will refuse these affectionate services and that 

he will prefer to place his health and life at risk rather than to fall down in 

any way from the strictness of observance. There is no question of accepting 

this. Perhaps he will be ashamed if he, the leader of the community, is to find 

himself at the bottom in this respect, and he would be afraid if through his 

fault anyone of you should fall into a relaxed way of life, but in my opinion 

there is nothing to be feared on this side. 

3.4. As I do not at all want you to be deprived of such a grace, I author-

ize you to take my place, so that you can with all respect oblige him to ac-

cept anything you give him for his health. 

As for me, dear brothers, after God I have only one desire, that is to 

come and see you. As soon as I can I shall realize it with the help of God. 

Farewell!

DEPARTURE OF LANDUIN FROM CALABRIA 
BY A CARTHUSIAN MONK 

SPAIN, 20TH CENTURY 
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SERMONS OF DOM ANDRÉ 

VI. 
THE OBEDIENCE OF THE FIRST 

CONVERSE BROTHERS 

February 2, 1984 
Presentation of the Lord 

“You manifest in action what your heart loves and knows 

when you practice true obedience” (Saint Bruno to his well-

beloved lay brothers). 

The Presentation of Jesus in the Temple, the Purification of the 

Virgin Mother of God, are mysteries which reveal to us how much the 

Incarnation of the Son is founded on a relation of obedience to His 

Father, an obedience which expresses itself in simple and practical 

gestures, but which makes clear in the language of here below the 

dependence of love which unites God to His Only-Begotten Son from 

all eternity. 

Our entire existence as a Christian, and still more our vocation as 

a monk are built up on this obedience of Jesus, and ought in their turn 

to incarnate themselves in acts of obedience inspired by Him. We 

have the grace to possess from the very hand of Saint Bruno himself a 

little treatise on obedience in the few paragraphs which he wrote to 

the converse brothers of Chartreuse. What he says is brief but fits in a 

very pure way in our own Carthusian life. Therefore, in order to better 

follow in the footsteps of the obedient Christ, let us listen to Bruno 

rejoicing in the work of God, who Himself forms His beloved lay 

brothers in obedience. 

That is indeed the fundamental viewpoint of Bruno: what makes 

his heart overflow with joy while Landuin tells him of the obedience 

of his brothers, is to see at work in them the boundless mercy of the 

Lord. Their obedience flows from a marvelous gift of God the Al-

mighty. Their “Prior and most loving Father” can rightfully be proud 

and happy about his brothers (see 2.1), for their conduct is admirable, 
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but it is the fruit of a primary grace from God which is touching their 

heart. 

It is by starting from this basic insight that Bruno’s reflection is 

going to develop in revealing to his brothers the beauty of divine 

grace working in them and urging them to be faithful to it. This re-

flection is organized into three successive themes: the work of God, 

the work of the brothers, and then the caricature of obedience given 

by the gyrovagues.
*
 

* * * 

Bruno first of all explains to his brothers the secret work of God 

in their hearts, “In your case, who do not know how to read or write, 

the almighty God writes with His own finger in your hearts the love 

and knowledge of His holy law. Yes, you show forth by your acts what 

you love or what you know when you practice true obedience with all 

prudence and generosity. It then becomes apparent that you know 

how to gather the infinitely sweet and life-giving fruit of what God is 

writing in you” (2.2). 

Bruno points in his brothers to what according to Jeremiah and 

the Letter to the Hebrews is a fundamental characteristic of the New 

Covenant, “I will place My law 

within them, and write it upon their 

hearts.”
† 

But Bruno expresses it in 

terms more concrete and more real-

istic by speaking not only of the 

law but of “the love and knowledge 

of the holy law,” written with the 

finger of God, the Holy Spirit in the 

hearts of his brothers. 

This precision is more enlight-

ening for it shows that for Bruno 

true obedience manifests itself at 

the level of the daily activities as a 

movement of the heart already en-

flamed by the love and knowledge that God Himself has there en-

graved in strokes of fire. The conclusion that Bruno draws from the 

                                                      
*
 Wandering monks. 

†
 Jeremiah 31:33; Hebrews 8:10 and 10:16. 
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obedience of his brothers is in his eyes self-evident truth: they are do-

ing no more than “gathering the infinitely sweet and life-giving fruit” 

of this divine writing inscribed in their hearts. 

The very text of Bruno comprises a quite subtle play on words. 

He calls up in effect the idea that by obedience they read and decipher 

the divine text inscribed in their hearts. They have no knowledge of 

human letters but it is God Himself Who writes in their place at the 

deepest level of their being, and it is the Holy Spirit Who deciphers 

this text by leading them along paths of the most authentic obedience. 

* * * 

The second part of Bruno’s reflection is a description of true 

obedience as practiced by his brothers at Chartreuse. “It is” he says, 

“the accomplishment of the desires of God; at the same time it gives 

access to the complete submission according to the Holy Spirit of 

which it is the distinctive sign. It cannot exist without much humility 

and an exceptional abnegation. It is always accompanied by a very 

pure love of the Lord and authentic charity towards our fellow men” 

(2.3). 

So, obedience is in the eyes of Bruno primarily a manner of be-

having oneself with regard to the Lord; it is, he says, “the accom-

plishment of the desires of 

God… It is always accompa-

nied by a very pure love of the 

Lord.” 

A second element involved 

is a manner of living towards 

our fellowmen. Word for word 

Bruno says that it is the “key 

and the seal of complete sub-

mission according to the Holy 

Spirit.” The idea of “submis-

sion” no less implies an apti-

tude for letting oneself be 

taught than for accepting any 

order that may be given. It cannot do without genuine charity towards 

those who give these orders. 

THE BROTHERS’ 
CHAPEL 
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To read this description makes one realize that for Bruno talking 

of a God Who inscribes His law in the secret depth of the heart does 

not make him lose sight of the con-

sequences involved and which are 

visible for everyone: profound hu-

mility and exceptional abnegation. 

Just as the obedience of Jesus led 

Him to die and to die on a cross, so 

the obedience of the monk, which 

takes its root in the same love de-

rived from the Father will lead him 

to accept all forms of humiliation 

and detachment. 

Doubtless, when Landuin was 

talking of the high quality of the 

obedience of his brothers he came 

down to the concrete details which 

aroused the enthusiasm of Bruno. 

* * *  

The third aspect broached by Bruno’s letter constitutes a vivid 

contrast with what he has just said about the beauties of obedience. 

He goes on now to say, “Flee, flee as from the plague” those people 

who do just the contrary from what you are living and who would risk 

making you fall from the standard you have reached (see 2.4). 

These would-be monks know how to read only scraps of paper, 

and even then they do not understand or love what they make out of 

them. There is no question of understanding and loving the divine 

texts written in their hearts. 

They contradict by their acts what they say instead of making 

their life into what is a visible sign of all that they understand and 

love. 

They have nothing but hatred and contempt for obedience and 

every form of submission as also for those who practice them. 

In a word the historic reality of these wandering monks, even if it 

is proved, has only little interest for us in comparison with their sign-

value when compared with the luminous sanctity of the brothers at 

Chartreuse. Of that they are the complete negative, point by point. So 
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they appear as the very symbol of the temptation to which obedience 

remains always exposed. 

 

After having analyzed Bruno’s idea of obedience, let us now try 

to regroup everything that he says into a few practical perspectives. 

Obedience is not a form of coercion which is imposed upon us 

from outside. It is a force sprung from the deep source tapped by God 

Himself in the most intimate depths of the heart when He marked us 

with the seal of His Son in the Holy 

Spirit. 

As long as we are perceiving obe-

dience as a form of violence done to us 

we may be sure that we still have to 

make more progress in developing a 

real dependence on the Spirit of the 

Lord. True obedience can only take 

root in a person who has entered upon 

the path of conversion, who aims at 

bringing about in himself the reign of 

the new and eternal Covenant, who is 

in the process of freeing himself from 

his heart of stone to receive a heart of 

flesh from God Himself, on which He 

can write in indelible characters the love and knowledge of His holy 

law. 

After all obedience is an attitude of contemplation. When it 

reaches its perfection it expresses total harmony between the Spirit of 

God and our course of action, a communion with God not only in 

words and feelings, but in the genuine gift of ourselves. 

May the most pure Virgin and her most humble Son be for us the 

model and source of an obedience which will thus make us pleasing 

to the Father. 

AMEN. 
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VII. 
THE STAGES IN OUR ENCOUNTER 

WITH GOD 

1st Sunday in Lent 
1984 

“What benefits and divine exultation the silence and solitude 

of the desert hold in store for those who love it, only those 

who have experienced it can know” (To Raoul 6). 

The Liturgy of the 1
st
 Sunday in Lent constitutes a celebration of 

Jesus’ stay in solitude to which the whole forty days make us com-

municate in silence, recollection and poverty. This year let us try to 

enter with Christ into the desert taking as our guide the instructions of 

Saint Bruno. In his letter to Raoul he shows us still burning the expe-

rience of his heart captivated by solitude and silence. He does not de-

velop beautiful theories, but shares what he lives with his brothers in 

this desert located in Calabria. Bruno opens his heart for us; may it 

shape our own heart! 

* * * 

Bruno begins his letter to Raoul by telling him some pieces of 

news. So it is that he comes to talk of the desert in which he is dwell-

ing in Calabria with some companions. He spends a little time prais-

ing the charms of the countryside, and then he begins a transition, 

“For the wise man quite other are the pleasures, infinitely sweeter 

and more valuable because of divine origin” (5). Nevertheless Bruno 

does not wish to underestimate the value of the beautiful scenes of 

nature even for the profit of those who devote themselves to the spir-

itual life, “For the bow in fact by remaining too bent without relaxa-

tion loses its strength and is no longer fit for use” (id.). It is good that 

there should be moments of relaxation if one wishes to remain availa-

ble for prayer. 

But then Bruno returns to the theme which fills his heart, “What 

benefits and divine exultation the silence and solitude of the desert 

hold in store for those who love it, only those who have experienced it 

can know” (6). 
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After a few more lines Bruno takes up the same ideas in almost 

the same words. It is a point dear to his heart: the desert gives him 

who surrenders himself to it both pleasure and advantage, but of a 

quite special quality, for they are both divine. The only real pleasure 

and the only real advantage worthy of the name in the eyes of Bruno 

is the encounter with God and to let oneself be transformed by Him. 

In scarcely veiled terms Bruno has already given away his secret. All 

the rest will only specify the manner in which the desert accomplishes 

its work of our transfiguration into the image of God. 

But Bruno seems to set a preliminary condition to be understood: 

only those can grasp his words that have had experience of the reali-

ties about which he is going to speak. It is in no sense forcing the 

meaning of the words to understand Bruno’s thought in this way: to 

dare to speak of the solitude and silence of the desert one must have 

faced up to them in person, and have fallen in love with them. To 

evoke the benefits and the divine pleasure which they bring one must 

have tasted them. Either you have lived what I am going to talk to you 

about, and then you will understand me at half a word, or you have 

not yet lived it in full, in which case keep going and work at it and 

there will come a day when we can discuss it together. 

 

* * * 

Bruno then begins to enumerate in a series of extremely simple 

phrases the advantages and divine joys of his desert, “There ardent 

men can enter as much as they want into themselves and stay there, 
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giving vigorous growth to their virtues, and with delight nourishing 

themselves on the fruits of Paradise. 

There does one seek actively for that eye whose clear gaze 

wounds with love the Heavenly Spouse, the pure and transparent love 

which sees God. 

There we can observe a busy leisure, and rest in quiet activity. 

There also, God crowns His athletes for their stern struggle with 

the hoped-for reward: a peace unknown to the world, and joy in the 

Holy Spirit” (6). 

This short list is not a simple statement of terms: it reveals a pro-

gression of stages which do not follow each other randomly but lead 

directly to a goal. Let us read it more carefully. 

“There ardent men can as much as they want…” The desert, 

when fully accepted, is the place of freedom. Bruno does not stop to 

talk of the separation of men or the concrete rules of solitude in com-

munity. All this is leading to one goal: freeing men dedicated to over-

come anything that might paralyze them in their search for God. Exte-

rior solitude has no other motive or any other criterion of perfection. 

And immediately he comes to speak of the first stage, that which 

introduces one into the only au-

thentic solitude which interests 

Bruno: “enter into themselves 

and stay there...” The walls of 

the cell have no other raison 

d’être than to make us enter into 

ourselves and settle there. But let 

us not have any illusions: this 

stage, like each of the following 

ones, is described in four or five 

words, but that does not mean 

that the solitary will pass through it with the same rapidity. Entering 

into oneself and staying there represents a radical conversion of our 

mind and heart which can only be effected slowly at the price of a 

long and persevering effort. 

Then, as one establishes oneself in this interior solitude, another 

task imposes itself: to cultivate and give vigorous growth to the vir-

tues. Asceticism, mortification, education of the senses and the mind: 
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it is quite a divine transformation of our faculties which must be ac-

complished with the help of grace. And in the measure in which these 

virtues develop and arrive at maturity, we are allowed to nourish our-

selves with delight on the fruits of Paradise. The interior desert be-

comes fertile and already leads us to discover something of God. 

We must however go further than that and acquire a manner of 

being contemplative at the cost of a more profound education of our 

heart. Bruno then gives free reign to a description which at first sight 

disconcerts us, “Here one searches actively for that eye whose clear 

glance wounds the Spouse with love, the pure and transparent love 

which sees God.” That inner eye of 

which Bruno is speaking is not des-

tined to see God; it is only capable of 

causing a wound of love. The eye, the 

capacity of seeing, of grasping, leads 

us to love the Spouse, but the Word of 

God repeats it many times: with our 

eyes we do not see God. The Beati-

tudes repeat this statement in a veiled 

way when they announce, “Blessed 

are the pure in heart, for they shall see 

God.”
*
 It is the heart alone and love 

alone which can see God. That is in-

deed what Bruno is thinking. One 

must render serene and peaceful the eye of one’s spirit during a long 

and vigorous practice to make it apt to love the Bridegroom. It is in 

the purity and transparency of this love that God will give Himself to 

be contemplated. 

This stage introduces us into a more radical form of silence and 

solitude. Our spirit is called to free itself from all the impurities which 

trouble and disturb its serenity. It is not in vain that Bruno speaks of 

an “active search” on the part of this eye gifted with its transparent 

gaze. Over and beyond the virtues so rich in fruit, there is according 

to the traditional teachings of the Desert Fathers, purity of heart. It is 

the hidden place in the depths of the interior solitude towards which 

one must continuously “hasten slowly” to see God. 

                                                      
*
 Mt 5:8. 
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But we are not yet at the end of our spiritual pilgrimage. Bruno 

once again lets us understand that the active research of which he has 

just been speaking is not yet a stable contemplative attitude. On the 

contrary, it places the solitary in a position of interior tensions and 

contradictions, “There we can observe a busy leisure, and rest in qui-

et activity.” It is not by a taste for paradox that he associates so close-

ly words with so different, not to say contradictory, meanings. The 

delights of repose are already there. The satisfactions of that ardent 

activity which leads to God are already experienced. They are placed 

side by side and they reflect one another. This activity leads to repose. 

The repose reveals itself as very busy and prompts us to a new activi-

ty. 

Admittedly there are joys and spiritual advantages at this stage, 

but it does not suggests any idea of stability. It is a period of growth 

and interior change. It is no longer a question for the monk of making 

a journey in a desert which is in some sense exterior to himself. It is 

his own person which is at stake, yet 

more: it is his personal initiative 

which must surrender its tendency to 

dominate. 

The final stage of which Bruno 

tells us is that of the repose received 

as a purely gratuitous gift of God. At 

the end of the efforts of the painful 

struggle, the Lord grants what He 

alone can infuse into the heart now at 

His disposition, “That peace unknown 

to the world, and joy in the Holy Spir-

it.” All efforts are then surpassed; all 

the fragilities and instabilities of the 

preceding stages are forgotten. God Himself in His measureless love 

answers for what He gives: real peace, the peace which the risen Jesus 

was offering to the disciples, and the joy of the Spirit, the jubilation of 

him who knows himself to be beloved of God and definitely em-

braced in the enclosure of divine love in the heart of the only desert 

worthy of this name. 

* * * 
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It was necessary to speak thus in detail on the stages described 

by Bruno, but to end let us cast a global glance on the whole of the 

journey to try to rediscover its unity of intention in the heart of God. 

It is certain that in the eyes of Bruno the 

matter is quite simple: it is a question of 

going by the most direct means to the 

encounter with the Face of God. He says 

so explicitly a bit further on in the same 

letter to Raoul. He already lets us guess 

it here by insisting on the divine joy and 

profits brought to him by the silence and 

solitude of the desert. But what is the 

hidden motivation of his approach? 

I wonder if we do not rediscover 

here the profound intention which for 

many centuries, particularly on this first 

Sunday in Lent, makes us examine our-

selves on the purity and quality of our 

monastic poverty. The common element 

in all the stages that Bruno describes for us on the road that leads to 

peace and joy in the Holy Spirit is that of a more and more real pov-

erty, in the sense that it attains increasingly deeper levels of our heart.  

I am not going again in detail through all the stages. Each one of 

us will be able to do that for himself. The continuity is perfectly clear: 

to enter into the silence of the heart and to taste its divine depths one 

must strip oneself and allow others to strip us of all our natural pro-

tections and supports on which we spontaneously rely. We must learn 

no longer to have any other solid support than that of God Himself. 

This attitude has its most external signs when we clear our cell of 

superfluous objects, but it should be going deeper, through the opera-

tion of grace and with the passage of time, until we purify our heart 

from all forms of possession not merely with regard to creatures but 

even with regard to God. 

Through the intercession of Saint Bruno, may Jesus in the desert, 

grant us to follow Him in this way to the place of our heart where the 

Holy Spirit remains our only support. 

AMEN.

SAINT BRUNO 
CHARTERHOUSE OF MIRAFLORES 

SPAIN 
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VIII. 
TENDERNESS TOWARDS GOD 

March 25, 1984 
Annunciation of our Lord 

“Tenderness towards God, the more just it is, the more it is 

useful” (To Raoul 16). 

The story of the Annunciation of 

the Lord hardly astonishes us any-

more, doubtless because we have 

heard it too often, read it regularly 

and meditated on it so much. Habit 

has caused us to lose the reflex of 

admiration and adoration which we 

ought to have in the presence of God 

Who in a single gesture unveils for us 

the depths of His tenderness and sur-

renders to us the full intimacy of His 

divine life to the point of inserting it 

in the very tissue of the human race. 

The brotherhood thus established be-

tween the Son of the Most High and 

each one of us is a mystery of surpas-

sing depth, but are we not exposed at the same time to make it the 

point of departure for a familiarity with God which would forget the 

total distinction and infinite distance which exists between us and the 

Three Times Holy?  

Let us ask Saint Bruno to help us to awaken in us the attitude 

which prevails in his own heart, an attitude of infinite admiration, of 

respect, and, at the same time, of burning thirst for that beatifying en-

counter, an attitude which ought to be kindled in our hearts the possi-

bility of intimacy with God which is given us in His Son now become 

our Brother. Bruno reveals all these feelings when, at the end of a 

long passage in which he has sought to convince his friend Raoul to 

be faithful to his undertakings, he can no longer contain the enthusi-

ANNUNCIATION 
FRANCE, 15TH CENTURY 
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asm of his heart and lets out some flames of the fire which devours 

him when he thinks of the Supreme Good: God, Whom he so deeply 

loves. 

Let us try to retrace the unfolding of Bruno’s thought, then we 

will point to a model of adoration that it contains, and finally we will 

show the utility, to use Bruno’s own expression, of this way of life for 

others. 

* * * 

Bruno has just multiplied his proofs to convince Raoul that the 

Lord wants to see him enter upon the monastic life, as he himself one 

day solemnly pledged to do. And now Bruno launches himself into a 

last argument, 

“I would like to see your love convinced of one thing,” he 

says to Raoul, “My Lord the Archbishop has great confidence 

in your advice and gladly leans on it. It is easy enough to give 

advice not all of which is right or useful, and the thought of 

the services you render him ought not to prevent you from 

giving to God the tenderness you owe Him. This tenderness 

the more just it is, the more it is useful” (16). 

How can one fail to perceive that in writing these lines Bruno is 

talking from experience? He also, after having solemnly promised to 

take the monastic habit, found himself struggling with a formidable 

choice: he had been elected Archbishop of Rheims with full legitima-

cy, and knowing that Church per-

fectly, he knew that he could con-

tribute much to the souls that 

comprise it. To assume the epis-

copal see of Rheims was that not 

a very just and useful service to 

the Lord which was asked of 

him? It was certainly not lightly 

that he refused it and the traces of 

the interior debate which raged in 

his heart marked it forever. 

The reason which convinced 

Bruno is clear. On the one hand, 

an authentic service, but exposed 

SAINT BRUNO 
BY PETER HECKER 
GERMANY, 1966 
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to the almost inevitable risk of not always being perfectly just or use-

ful. On the other hand, fidelity to an appeal of pure love received and 

accepted of which it is certain that in its deepest motivation it cannot 

be other than just and useful. 

We are perhaps a little perplexed to see Bruno insisting so vigor-

ously on these notions of justice and utility. Can we in a few words 

describe what they represented for him? Even if it is rather risky to 

treat such a delicate subject too briefly, let us say that perhaps for 

Bruno something is just when it is in conformity with the profound 

nature of the being under consideration. Advice is just if it honestly 

corresponds with the real sense of the question asked. A little further 

on he will say that it is just to love what is good, because it is en-

graved in the nature of man. 

Similarly what is useful is what is profitable, what causes an au-

thentic fruit in the work envisioned. A counsel is useful if it directs 

itself towards a beneficial course of action, that is to say, beneficial 

for those who will receive its effects. To love the good for a human 

being is useful because it is the unique true happiness adapted to the 

real depths of his nature. 

These two notions, especially that of utility, are fundamental for 

Bruno. So he does not hesitate. Only one choice is possible, for him-

self as for Raoul: that of the just and the useful at their maximum, the 

complete gift of love to God. 

He goes on, “Yes, what is there so just and so useful, in other 

words what is there in human nature so deeply rooted and so pro-

foundly adapted as loving the good? What other good can compare 

with God? Indeed, what other good is there besides God?” (16). 

Bruno thus gives a closely argued justification for his choice. 

The heart of man is by nature destined to love the good. That is his 

fundamental justice and his maximum utility. Bruno starts from this 

affirmation of which he knows that it has to be accepted by his dear 

friend without the need of an appeal to the Word of God or to philos-

ophers. 

Is it moreover necessary to understand the Good of which Bruno 

is speaking as an abstract metaphysical reality? It would not seem at 

all in harmony with the eminently practical and concrete genius of our 

Blessed Father. The terms which he employs a few moments later 
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show that it would be faithful to his way of thinking rather to think of 

the beauty than of the goodness of God. Indeed he speaks of the “in-

comparable brilliance, splendor and beauty…” of this Good (id.). 

And in a few lines Bruno rushes through all the stages. One must 

love this sovereign beauty of the Good. No being can endure to be 

compared with God in this realm. Let us see it through to the end: 

only God is Good. Only God is Beauty. 

Arrived at this point, the argumentation is cut short; or rather it 

becomes incandescent, for it is no longer anything else than an out-

pouring of the heart. The words of Bruno are transparent. He gives 

himself away, “In the presence of this Good, Whose incomparable 

brilliance, splendor and beauty can in some small measure be experi-

enced, the holy soul is inflamed by the fire of love, ‘My soul thirsts,’ it 

says, ‘after the strong living God; when shall I come and appear be-

fore the Face of God?’” (16).
*
 

 

“My soul thirsts, after the strong 
living God; when shall I come 

and appear before the 
Face of God?” 

( SAINT BRUNO, CALABRIA) 

* * * 

What is the message that Bruno communicates to us in this way? 

What he explains with such conviction to Raoul is it not basically the 

itinerary proposed to any person who is called to a life for God alone? 

At first there is the possibility of consecrating oneself to an activ-

ity, good in itself, exposed admittedly by nature to many imperfec-

                                                      
*
 Ps 41:3 Vulgate, Douay-Rheims; Ps 42:3 New American Bible. 
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tions, but finally very legitimate. This can be an exterior activity but it 

can also be an interior activity. For example, an orientation of a life of 

prayer towards goals other than surrendering totally to the love of 

God alone, the unique Good, although a profound attraction of the 

heart towards this latter path gives proof of an evident call prompted 

by the Holy Spirit. 

Choosing this radical path therefore implies renouncing all that is 

positive or beneficial for oneself or for others in all the rest. Is it not 

presumptuous to want to aim so high? Is it not a betrayal of the needs 

of others to give up helping them by seeking refuge for oneself in the 

silence of pure adoration? That is the burning question raised by Bru-

no. He has had to face it himself and the answer left no doubt in his 

heart. His choice—“the most just and the most useful,” he said—is to 

allow oneself to be seduced as much as possible by God. 

And yet, how paradoxical is the manner in which Bruno formu-

lates his answer! Finally where will the “holy soul,” about whom he 

is telling us, end up? Not at an encoun-

ter with the dazzling Good—Whose 

incomparable brilliance has set him on 

fire with a flame of love—but with a 

question mark, “When shall I come 

and appear before the Face of God?” 

The only goal which he sets before us 

is no happy possession but an intense 

thirst, a gaping desire when confronted 

with a Good which infinitely outstrips 

him, a wider capacity hollowed out 

ever more deeply by Him who issues 

His call to the depth of the heart. To 

use Bruno’s own words, does not God 

draw him whom He has seduced towards what in purely human terms 

we would consider as the least useful, the most complete injustice 

towards others and perhaps towards ourselves? 

* * * 

That is not how Bruno looked at things. Let us recall his words, 

“This tenderness which you owe to God, the more just it is, the more 

it is useful,” and a few moments later, “What is there so just and so 

useful as loving the good?” 
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It is clear that for Bruno everything is a question of Love: ten-

derness towards God, to love the Good. And even a question of recip-

rocal love, of a shared love, as he gives a little further on the more 

precise description that it is a question of pressing on towards the liv-

ing God, that God Whose own love awakens in our hearts the desire 

that sets them in motion. The thirst, the deep desire of which we were 

speaking, is thus very real but it is the expression of a love which ever 

expands itself. 

Besides, the entire context of Bruno’s words on the just and the 

useful show that it concerns a relationship of love which encompasses 

all other relationships. It is certain that for him being set on fire with 

love for the only Good is most profitable for those for whom we 

know ourselves responsible. The most efficient prayer of intercession, 

let us even say the most useful manner of providing for the needs of 

others, is to surrender oneself sincerely 

to the thirst for God, if indeed one has 

received that call. 

Does that imply for Bruno that we 

have to forget purely and simply those 

for whom we are praying in order to be 

more useful to them? I don’t think so. 

The whole context of his letter says just 

the contrary: one feels that he is atten-

tive to those whom he loves in so far as 

he is entirely given over to God. That 

joins the profound intention of our text 

for today: it certainly would not be just 

towards Bruno to think that he can be 

the mediator between God and his brothers, all the while driving from 

his heart all thoughts of them. For him loving implies a living pres-

ence, whether it be tenderness towards the Unique Good, or the affec-

tionate service of those who are entrusted to him. 

AMEN.
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IX. 
TAKE CONFIDENCE IN GOD’S GIFT 

Easter 1984 
(For a Renewal of Vows)* 

“Whoever is in Christ is a new creation: the old things have 

passed away; behold, new things have come. And all this is 

from God… God was reconciling the world to Himself in 

Christ…”
†
 

Your wish has been that the renewal of your vows should take 

place on the very day of Easter as had already been the case at the 

time of your first profession. Thus you wanted to underline how much 

your commitment to monastic life is a manner of assuming in your 

existence the Paschal Mystery as fully as possible. 

The text I have just quoted shows that for Saint Paul, as for the 

entire Tradition, the Pascal Mystery of our Lord is first of all a gift of 

God, a gift received by Jesus from the hands of His Father, a gift 

which transforms us in our turn in the measure that we dispose our-

selves to accept it. I would like to meditate with you upon these 

themes. 

* * * 

The few words gathered from the 

mouth of Jesus during His Passion, 

from Gethsemane until His last breath, 

furnish us with certain reference points 

thanks to which we can follow the pro-

found movements of His heart while He 

is offering Himself in sacrifice. 

The prayer in the Garden of Olives 

shows us the Lord crushed by the pro-

spect of the cup which is offered to 

                                                      
*
 The novitiate lasts two years, after which the novice can be allowed to take his “first 

vows.” Three years later he can be allowed to renew these vows, for two years. 
†
 2 Cor 5:17-19, New American Bible. 

CHRIST IN GETHSEMANE 
FRANCE, 15TH CENTURY 
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Him. His first reaction is to ask that the cup may pass from Him. It is 

really too much. Then, on second thoughts, He corrects Himself and 

accepts the will of the Father. There is nothing stoical or rigid in His 

attitude: it is only the expression of His trust in the Father and of His 

love for Him. There is no room for doubt. It is the Father Who gives 

the cup to drink to His Well-Beloved Son. It is the Father Who has 

sent His Only-Begotten Son to the earth to drink the cup. 

We find a series of similar reactions in Jesus during the last mo-

ments which precede His death, but then they express themselves 

with terrifying intensity, “My God, My God, why have You forsaken 

Me?”
*
 Then, at the end of a dramatic silence He cries out in a full 

voice as He dies, “Father, into Your hands I commit My spirit.”
†
 

At that point have we not reached the center of this drama of love 

which is the mystery of Easter? Jesus is the Lamb burdened with the 

sins of the world. He is the Servant transpierced because of our 

crimes, crushed because of our faults, because it is our sufferings 

which He is carrying and our woes with which He is laden.
‡
 Worse 

than that, quoting the formula of Saint Paul, “For our sake He made 

Him to be sin Who did not know sin.”
§
 

The Son of Man is identified with sin: that is to say, He has been 

established as an enemy of God. One scarcely dares to say, “the total 

enemy of God,” because the fullness of the sin of the world is upon 

Him. Nevertheless is it not that which explains the cry of distress 

when He recognizes Himself as abandoned by His Father? The Word 

made flesh has run to the end of His course. “In Him were created all 

things in heaven and in earth.”
**

 The created universe is totally one 

with Him. 

And in the shattering silence which follows the desperate appeal 

of Him Who was crucified was accomplished the mystery of salva-

tion, in the very heart of God. Beyond all iniquity and all sin the Fa-

ther loves the Son, with that love which was before the creation of the 

world. Jesus receives this invincible assurance that He can in all con-

                                                      
*
 Matthew 27:46. 

†
 Luke 23:46. 

‡
 See Isaiah 53:5 and 4. 

§
 2 Corinthians 5:21. 

**
 Colossians 1:16. 
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fidence abandon Himself into the arms of the Father. And in that cer-

titude He dies. He gives up His Spirit. Henceforth all things are rec-

onciled through Him and for Him, everything in heaven and every-

thing on earth, when He made peace by the Blood of His Cross.”
*
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Seen in this perspective the Pascal Mystery is the manifestation 

of the infinite tenderness of the Father Who stoops spontaneously to-

wards the Child of His Delight overwhelmed beneath the dead weight 

of the sin of the world, but a Child Whose heart has always remained 

transparent to the divine will. Jesus has received as a perfectly gratui-

tous gift this eternal tenderness which the Father agrees to share with 

His Son made flesh, and with all those who until the end of time will 

share in the fullness of His life. 

* * * 

                                                      
*
 Colossians 1:20. 

THE CRUCIFIED CHRIST 
FROM THE RETABLE IN THE CHARTERHOUSE OF 

MIRAFLORES, SPAIN, 15TH CENTURY  
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All of us present here belong to those who in a most explicit way 

have received the call thus to share each and every day of their exist-

ence on earth in the Pascal Mystery of the Lord, His Passage to the 

Father, received as a gift of His tenderness. We have to live it as bap-

tized persons, but with a more precise and fuller title as consecrated to 

God by monastic profession. 

Today, once more, I wish to consult Saint Bruno to help us un-

derstand the call that the Holy Spirit addresses to us, and to let our-

selves be transformed by Him. The considerations of our Blessed Fa-

ther are marvelously in harmony with the manner in which we have 

thought about the Pascal Mystery: it is that Mystery which constitutes 

the essential element of our vocation, namely the acceptance of the 

Love of the unique Lord in silence and solitude. 

The two hymns of thanksgiving that Bruno wrote to his brothers 

at Chartreuse have precisely as their object to proclaim his joy before 

the bounty of the Lord in their respect, “Rejoice, my very dear broth-

ers, in your fortunate fate and the abundance of the graces which God 

has lavished on you” (1.3). And he goes on to explain that this 

blessed fate consists of “having entered into possession of rest and 

security,” for they have “been able to cast anchor in the most hidden 

of harbors” (id.). And this appears as a purely gratuitous gift of the 

Most High, when one sees all those who multiply their efforts to 

reach the same objects and yet “are not 

admitted, because Heaven has not granted 

such a grace to any of them” (1.4).  

Entering the monastery and defini-

tively committing oneself to follow Bruno 

into the desert is really a gratuitous gener-

osity on the part of the Lord. It is indeed, 

in a strict sense of the word, an Easter gift, 

a passing from death to life, a deliverance 

from sin in order to encounter the tender-

ness of the Father. 

It is striking indeed to see Bruno tak-

ing up again in his letter to Raoul the 

same terms as he was using when writing to his brothers, “to pass 

from the storms of this world to the repose and security of the har-

bor” (see 1.3 and To Raoul 9). What he presents to his brothers as the 
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ideal of their solitude is at the same time, according to the letter to 

Raoul, freedom from the weight of sin when one comes to the Lord, 

gentle and humble, so that He can relieve us of all our burdens. 

To enter into the blessed solitude of which Bruno is speaking is a 

conversion of the heart received from God in a totally gratuitous 

manner, and which establishes in us the peace of His love. 

Bruno makes the same perspectives clear when he expresses to 

his dearly-beloved lay brothers his joy “at seeing that for those who 

know neither how to read or write, the almighty God writes with His 

own finger in their hearts the love and knowledge of His holy law” 

(2.2.). Once again it is a question of the tenderness of the Father, Who 

out of pure kindness protects the converse brothers from the multiple 

temptations to which they could see themselves exposed, and Who 

gives them the grace to allow themselves to be guided by Him in all 

confidence. 

If then we want to be faithful to the grace of our vocation, let us 

first of all cast our eyes on the Risen Jesus, Who is the true model of 

what we have to live: over and beyond all the seeds of evil scattered 

in our hearts to accept the tenderness of God thanks to which we let 

all our only too human desires die away in Him. 

* * * 

You are perhaps asking me: why should I insist on these truths 

which after all are not so very new for us? Why indeed? Because even 

if we know them with our intelligence, we also know what difficulty 

we have in incorporating them into the reality of our life. 

Doubtless we do not in general find ourselves in circumstances 

as dramatic as did Jesus in His Passion and yet our heart has some-

times the impression that it must undergo a kind of agony when it is 

asked to renounce all sorts of security derived from self or from tri-

fling means under its control, and to surrender itself blindly and with-

out defense to the love of another, even if this other is God Himself. 

To cast oneself without reserve into this attitude of trust implies 

on our part so radical a conversion that we hesitate to take the step. 

For example, despite all the lights of faith, which we gladly ac-

cept, our heart does not manage to surrender itself without reserve to 

God and be carried away by the intimate feeling of being loved in a 

way surpassing all measure. Our human experiences have so pro-
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foundly taught us prudence, a certain distrust, and the fear of risks 

outside our control, that we do not succeed in freeing ourselves from 

these habits rooted in our hearts when we address our Heavenly Fa-

ther. And we grant Him only drop by drop the proof of our trust. How 

can He in return make us the total gift of Himself, since He sees that 

we are incapable of accepting it? 

Another example of the deformation which paralyzes us is the 

immense difficulty we have when faced with the perspective of need-

ing to give up the effort to construct our life by our own striving and 

effort, in order to receive it as the Gift of Love which implies a total 

commitment on our part. We tremble at the 

very idea of imitating Jesus and being no more 

than the unreserved acceptance of a transfigura-

tion in which all our shadows would become 

light. It would all be so beautiful… but it would 

be necessary to give up everything. 

* * * 

In conclusion, let us make a little effort of 

loyalty. Let us not imagine that we shall be 

even with God if we have contented ourselves 

satisfied with admiring the splendors of His 

glory in the Pascal Mystery. It would be a pure-

ly sterile act of contemplation if we didn’t dis-

cover there a call to follow Jesus on the path which He traced out 

when He passed from this world to His Father. That the gift He re-

ceived on that day may bear fruit in our lives in such a way that we 

may learn in our turn to say in all truth, “Father, into Your hands I 

commit My spirit!”* 

AMEN. 

                                                      
*
 Luke 23:46. 

BRUNO WITH CRUCIFIX 
ANONYMOUS, FRANCE 

18TH-19TH CENTURY 
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X. 
THE DESIRE FOR GOD 

June 24, 1984 
Saint John the Baptist 

(Three Novices Taking the Monastic Habit, 
and two Professions) 

“It is Your Face that I seek Lord.”
*
 

You are all at different degrees on the point of making another 

step forward which will engage you further in your relationship with 

the Order.
†
 What is more, you have asked in this year of the Ninth 

Centenary of the arrival of Saint Bruno in the desert of Chartreuse to 

take this step at the very moment 

when we are about to celebrate this 

solemn anniversary. Thus it was your 

intention to make clear your desire of 

following in the footsteps of our 

Blessed Father in full fidelity to the 

Holy Spirit Who 900 years ago led 

him into our mountains, under the 

guidance of Saint Hugh, to bury him-

self there in the silence to listen to 

the voice of God in his heart.  

What can I do other than turn 

myself towards Saint Bruno himself 

and ask him, through the few pages 

from him which have reached us, to say a word adapted to the gift of 

yourselves which you have decided to make? Precisely in his letter to 

                                                      
*
 Introit to the Mass of Saint Bruno. 

†
 At the clothing a novice receives the white habit with a short cowl, over which he 

always wears a black mantle in community. After two years, at first profession, the 

black mantle is taken off and the short white cowl is replaced by the characteristic 

long white cowl with bands, which is the traditional sign of monastic consecration, 

and to which Dom André refers further on in the sermon. 

BISHOP HUGH LEADING 
BRUNO AND HIS COMPANIONS 

INTO THE DESERT OF 
CHARTREUSE 
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Raoul Bruno relates in a few words, but nevertheless in a most ex-

pressive manner, how on a certain day he took the decisive step which 

eventually led him to becoming the Father of a multitude of monks. 

He was chatting with two friends. “The deceptive pleasures,” he says, 

“the perishable riches of the world, and the joys of unending glory 

were, it seems to me, the subject of our conversation. At that moment, 

on fire with divine love, we have promised and made a vow, and de-

cided to leave without delay this fleeting world to put ourselves in 

pursuit of the eternal realities and to accept the monastic habit” (13). 

As it was a question of recalling common memories to one of the 

participants of this discussion, Bruno does not burden himself with 

details. Rather he seeks to bring back to life the emotion which stirred 

these three friends while the Holy Spirit was setting them on fire with 

divine love. The peak of those moments, so filled with God’s pres-

ence, is that by common accord they undertake to “to put ourselves in 

pursuit of the eternal realities.” The expression in its perhaps rather 

too conventional form can evoke a reality so deep that words are in-

capable of expressing in a satisfactory manner. Furthermore, how can 

one fail to notice a certain bashfulness in Bruno when he takes up a 

subject which touches his most intimate feelings? To put oneself in 

pursuit of eternal realities is not to cast oneself upon speculative con-

siderations even of the loftiest kind, it is to answer the call from 

someone with all one’s energy and enthusiasm. 

Is the entire letter to Raoul not a sort of living commentary on 

the fire that always burns in Bruno’s heart and which he longs to kin-

dle in his dear old friend who is growing unfaithful to his promise? 

With all the conviction of his unfailing love for him who shared with 

him the divine call, Bruno makes every effort to revive in Raoul’s 

heart the dying flame and is looking there for some still burning em-

bers of the great fire which had set them aflame. And finally, having 

exhausted all the logical arguments, Bruno lets escape a clear expres-

sion of what it means for him to be in pursuit of the eternal realities: 

“With my whole being,“ he says “I am thirsting for the strong God, 

for the living God” (16).
*
 Bruno is consumed by the desire for God. 

That is what has transformed his whole existence in Adam’s garden: 

                                                      
*
 See Psalm 41:3 Vulgate, Douay-Rheims Bible; Psalm 42:3 New American Bible. 
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the desire for God. That is the fundamental element of his monastic 

vocation. 

 
BRUNO PRAYING BEFORE LEAVING THE WORLD 

BY EUSTACHE LE  SUEUR 
FRANCE, 17TH CENTURY 

* * * 

This light, so penetrating that it has turned upside down the heart 

of Bruno, continues to shine on his sons and that from the day when 

they also decide to leave the fleeting world in order to follow him into 

the desert. For example what do our Statutes say about the attitude to 

be adopted with regard to a young man who asks to become a Carthu-

sian? “When someone comes to us wishing to become a cloister monk, 

he is first questioned in private as to his motive and intention in want-

ing this. And if he seems to be truly seeking God alone, he is exam-

ined on certain points that are then necessary to know.”
*
 So, that is 

                                                      
*
 St 8.6. 
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the first question before any other enquiry, “Does his mind flame with 

longing for God?” to quote a formula used elsewhere in our Statutes.
*
 

The instructions given to him who accepts the aspirant to the 

Charterhouse is not proper to us. It comes from the most ancient mo-

nastic traditions of the desert. The very manner in which our Statutes 

express themselves for centuries past is textually borrowed from the 

Rule of Saint Benedict (chapter 58). We are literally at the central 

point of what proves in you the authenticity of the call from heaven: 

“Are you seeking God?” Is this desire predominant, even exclusive, 

to the point where it becomes the driving force of your whole exist-

ence? Are you prepared to take up as your own the program traced out 

by our Statutes, “…the more ardently seek, the more quickly find, the 

more perfectly possess God Himself in the depths of our souls?”
†
 

Your presence here gives evidence that with humility but also 

with firmness you have said yes to this question. And then it is your 

turn to question us, “This desire for God, what path must we follow to 

give the ardent answer it calls for?” 

* * * 

Let us take another look at Bruno’s vocation and give it a second, 

more attentive reading. Doubtless that is where we shall find the an-

swer. In what does the decision taken by Bruno and his companions 

consist? It can be divided into three successive stages. 

First of all, to leave the fleeting world without delay: that is to 

say not only to refuse all the artificial activities of the world that sur-

round us, but genuinely to leave the world itself and to go into the 

desert. That is the step which you put into practice when you came 

here. It presents itself as a radical break with a style of life one no 

longer wants. 

The second stage which we have already acknowledged as cen-

tral is to allow oneself to be carried away by the desire for God. This 

second stage confronts us with the question: How is one to realize in 

the concrete all that it implies? 

We could legitimately hope that the third stage will give us the 

answer. After having followed the rapid progress of leaving the 

                                                      
*
 See St 7.1; 16.1. 

†
 St 1.4. 
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world, and then of allowing oneself to be captured by the desire for 

God, one expects in the encouragement thus given something loftier 

and nearer the goal. But one falls back on a stage which seems very 

prosaic: “Accepting the monastic habit!” With a grain of humor one 

would be tempted to ask oneself: “To find God, is it enough to change 

one’s clothes?” So let us try to grasp more closely what is the reality 

contained in the monastic habit, for it is certain that for Bruno it was a 

decisive element in his journey towards God. It was not for the pleas-

ure of having a garment of a different color that he came to the deep 

interior of the Dauphiné, to request Hugh of Grenoble to accept him 

in these mountains.
*
 

* * * 

Let us explain in more detail what according to tradition is meant 

by “to clothe the young monk in the monastic habit.” It is not to give 

the white habit, or even to give him the novice’s cowl. The proof is to 

be found that in community meetings, especially when liturgical, the 

novice hides completely this garb under a black cape. In the strictest 

sense the novice is not yet a monk, but he is learning the rudiments 

which will allow him a little later, if he is accepted by the brothers, to 

receive the monastic habit, which is a sign that he is really and fully a 

member of the community. 

That is what is going to happen for the two of you during the 

ceremony of your first profession. At the precise moment when you 

will become real monks by pronouncing your vows, I shall bless the 

cowl and clothe you with it. The cowl is in the strict sense your mo-

nastic garment, containing a whole symbolism on which I cannot 

dwell now at length. But let us return to our question: In what way 

can our desire for God blossom because of the turning point in our 

life represented by the wearing of the monastic habit? What change is 

involved? 

* * * 

 

                                                      
*
 “Dauphiné”: historical and cultural region encompassing the southeastern French 

departments of Isère, Hautes-Alpes, and Drôme and coextensive with the ancient 

province of Dauphiné. The city of Grenoble is located in the department of Isère. 
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Let us continue to listen to Saint Bruno. What is the immediate 

consequence for him and his companions of the promise they made 

together to give themselves to God? They have become united to one 

another. The fact that Fulk One-eye has to leave for Rome means that 

the other two find themselves in a deadlock: they will have to await 

his return to carry out their plan. 

To his brothers at Chartreuse Bruno finds himself united by ties 

even closer. They have taken the same monastic habit like him. They 

are henceforward members of the same body, members of one another 

in the community of the ideal and of love, of which Bruno’s letter is 

the most luminous illustration. 

 
BISHOP HUGH CLOTHES BRUNO WITH THE CARTHUSIAN HABIT 

BY THE MASTER OF THE BRUNO LEGEND, GERMANY, 15TH CENTURY 

Even if Bruno has never affirmed it explicitly, it is clear that for 

him to be a monk is primarily to have brothers whom he loves in 

Christ to the deepest fibers of his heart. The unique point on which he 

speaks with precision to Raoul to express that he is living as a monk 

in Calabria, is that he is there in the company of brothers who are 

waiting for the return of the Master to open the door for Him as soon 

as He knocks (see 4). 

Putting on the monastic habit and becoming a monk is for Bruno 

first of all entering into to an ambiance of active charity with the 

brothers. Being a monk is also to have a Father, the Prior. It is to 

maintain with one’s brothers and Prior bonds of affection, attention 

and fidelity. And all that is already a living result of the desire for 
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God. Throughout the letter to the brothers at Chartreuse one can read 

between the lines the theology of the first letter of Saint John, “God is 

love, and whoever remains in love remains in God and God in him.”
*
 

In the second place, to have brothers puts you in a blessed envi-

ronment where you can at the cost of an austere asceticism aim at pu-

rity of heart, and what is more, 

arrive at the safe and hidden 

harbor of genuine solitude. This 

solitude is not an individual 

undertaking which each monk 

pursues within the four walls of 

his cell: it is the fruit of a com-

munity of love which unites the 

brothers in a common desire for 

God. This desire urges them 

towards a solitude more and 

more authentic and in its turn the silence of this solitude makes them 

plunge into the intimacy of this God 

they so much longed for.  

Finally, fraternal life is the 

place where obedience is so simple, 

so transparent that it is God Himself 

Who inscribes with His finger in the 

soul of the brothers the love and 

knowledge of His holy law. Having 

become the beloved sons of the 

Heavenly Father, they receive in 

themselves His divine touch. They 

fulfil their tasks in the light of obe-

dience and their work becomes the full flowering of their desire for 

God. They themselves become fertile and they bear as fruit the dis-

covery of God. 

So here, my dear friends, are the paths which Saint Bruno opens 

to us in his letters and which you can explore in letting yourselves be 

guided by him. May he enkindle in you a desire for God, sufficiently 

burning and strong enough to allow you to give yourselves without 

                                                      
*
 1 John 4:16. 
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hesitation to the brothers whom he proposes to you as the place where 

you can meet Him through love, solitude and obedience. 

May the humble Virgin Mary who has lived all this into a perfect 

degree, also obtain it for you from her Son! 

AMEN!  

  

CHARTERHOUSE OF LA VALSAINTE 
SWITZERLAND 
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A RESUME OF SAINT BRUNO'S LIFE 

Saint Bruno, our holy founder, was born in Cologne, Germany, proba-

bly in the late 1020s. As a young man he went to Rheims in France, a town 

renowned as center of higher learning. In 1049 Pope Leo IX convoked at 

Rheims a Council for Church reform. Bruno must have been there as a young 

student at the time. In 1056 the Master of studies at Rheims retired and Bru-

no, though not yet thirty, succeeded him. He was also a canon at the cathe-

dral. Future Abbots and Bishops, and even a future Pope, Urban II, were 

among his students. 

However, difficulties came when a new Archbishop was installed in 

1067. This man, called Manasses, turned out to be rather corrupt. It was 

widely understood that he financially bought the office of Bishop. This great 

crime of simony was very widespread at that time. Bruno and a few other 

canons opposed themselves against Manasses. In retaliation Manasses de-

prived them of all their dignities and Bruno had to seek refuge with a local 

count at the end of 1076. Manasses made several attempts to justify himself: 

before a papal legate, a local Council, and the Pope himself. In doing so he 

always tried to discredit Bruno by name, whose uprightness and integrity 

were a thorn in his flesh. But finally, in 1080, Gregory VII ordered the clergy 

of Rheims to send away Manasses and elect a worthy Archbishop. “Master 

Bruno” (in Latin Magister Bruno), as he was known, the famous scholar, 

now in his fifties, would be the right man for it. However, in the meantime 

God had spoken to his heart of a totally different vocation: seeking Him 

alone, through prayer, in silence and solitude. 

He first left with two companions for a place called Sèche-Fontaine, but 

eventually these two abandoned the solitary life. Then he went with six other 

companions to the diocese of Grenoble, in the French Alps, rather far from 

Rheims. Perhaps he had been attracted by its young Bishop, Hugh, who had 

the reputation of being a “friend of monks.” The latter had a dream in which 

he saw seven stars rising over a place called Chartreuse, high up in the 

mountains of his diocese. When Bruno and his six companions arrived, the 

dream’s meaning became clear to the Bishop, and he led them up to that 

place. This was in 1084 on the feast of Saint John the Baptist. They built 

their monastery, the first “Charterhouse,” which consisted of wooden huts 

joined together by a gallery leading to a stone church. 

God blessed their undertaking and all went well. But a tremendous trial 

awaited Bruno. His former student Eudes, who in the meantime had become 

Pope Urban II, remembered the one who had been his teacher at Rheims. He 

sent a messenger to him and called him to Rome, in 1090. This looked like 

the end of Bruno’s foundation. In fact, his companions were so discouraged 

that they wanted to separate. But Bruno, Saint that he was, obeyed the Pope 
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and left for Rome. At the disposition of the Pope, Bruno lived as monastical-

ly as possible. Then, when the Pope had to flee to Southern Italy, he brought 

Bruno with him. In autumn 1090, Bruno was able to found a monastery 

there, in Calabria. This was the second “Charterhouse.” 

BRUNO’S BURIAL 
BY A CARTHUSIAN MONK 
FRANCE, 20TH CENTURY 

 

After a moment of discouragement, his former companions in the dio-

cese of Grenoble had resumed their life at Chartreuse. They needed guidance 

from Bruno, their founder. In 1099 their Prior Landuin made the long jour-

ney to Calabria to confer with him. The letter for the community that Bruno 

sent back with Landuin is a marvelous example of spiritual wisdom.  

“Master Bruno” was renowned for his religious fervor and his learning, 

a model of virtue, dignity and maturity. Guigo, his fourth successor as Prior 

of the Grande Chartreuse, called him “a man of understanding heart”. An 

exceptional goodness radiated from him, and Goodness was the trait above 

all that Bruno is said to have loved to contemplate and praise in God. Hence 

his favorite exclamation was O Bonitas! (“O Goodness of God”). 

Bruno died October 6, 1101, and his disciple Lanuin succeeded him as 

superior in Calabria. In 1514, Pope Leo X declared Bruno a Saint by “equi-

pollent” canonization.
*
 The day of his death, October 6, is the date of his 

feast in the calendar of the Universal Church. 

N 

 

                                                      
*
 “Equipollent” or “equivalent canonization”: “An authorization of public veneration 

pronounced by the Pope in consequence of the existence of certain special condi-

tions” (D. Attwater). 
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— CARTHUSIAN BOOKLETS SERIES — 

1.  Two Letters and the Profession of Faith, by Saint Bruno. 

2.  Silence and Solitude: Two Essays on the 900
th 

Anniversary of Saint 

Bruno’s Death, by Cori Fugere Urban and Philip F. Lawler. 

3.  Architecture of Contemplation, by Robert H. Mutrux. 

4.  Carthusian Life and Its Inner Spirit. Reflections of a Former Retreatant. 

5.  Contemplatives in the Heart of the Church: The Solemn Teaching of 

Pope Pius XI on the Apostolic Value of Carthusian Life. 

6.  The Solitary Life. A Letter of Guigo, Fifth Prior of the Grande Char-

treuse. Introduced and Translated from the Latin by Thomas Merton. 

7.  Captivated by Him Who Is Only Love. Message of Pope John Paul II for 

the Ninth Centenary of Saint Bruno’s Death, to Reverend Father Mar-

cellin Theeuwes, Prior of Chartreuse, Superior General of the Carthusi-

an Order, and to All Members of the Carthusian Family. 

8.  Carthusian Saints, by a Carthusian Monk. 

9.  Saint Bruno as Seen by His Contemporaries: A Selection of Contribu-

tions to the Funeral Parchment. Translated by a Carthusian Monk. 

10.  The ‘Silent’ Summer of 1944: The Martyrdom of Carthusians Who Hid 

Refugees from the SS Military Troops, by Giuseppina Sciascia 

(L’Osservatore Romano). 

11.  Carthusian Nuns, by the Nuns of the Charterhouse of Notre Dame, 

France. 

12.  The Silent Life of the Carthusians: A Modern Version of the Classic 

Text, by Thomas Merton. 

13.  The Charterhouse of the Transfiguration: Two Historical Essays: Pro-

fessor Kent Emery, Jr. and Analecta Cartusiana. With a Picture History. 

14.  Saint Bruno, Pilgrim of the Absolute: Carthusians Reflect on Their Fa-

ther and Their Life: 1. La Grande Chartreuse and Serra San Bruno.  

15.  Saint Bruno, Pilgrim of the Absolute: Carthusians Reflect on Their Fa-

ther and Their Life: 2. The Charterhouse of the Transfiguration. 

16.  Saint Bruno, Pilgrim of the Absolute: Carthusians Reflect on Their Fa-

ther and Their Life: 3. The Houses of the Nuns: Nonenque, Benifaçà, 

and Notre Dame. 

17.  Saint Bruno, Pilgrim of the Absolute: Carthusians Reflect on Their Fa-

ther and Their Life: 4. The Houses of the Nuns: Trinità, Vedana, and 

the Annunciation. 
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18.  God Alone Is the Source of True Peace. Pope John Paul II’s Visit to the 

Town and Charterhouse of Serra San Bruno, Calabria, Italy, October 5, 

1984. 

19.  The Beauty of Nature Opens up to the Graciousness of God. The Dedi-

cation of the Saint Bruno Scenic Viewing Center atop Mount Equinox, 

September 8, 2012 - Homily and Addresses. 

20.  A True Link between Heaven and Earth. The Dedication of the Saint 

Bruno Scenic Viewing Center atop Mount Equinox, September 8, 2012 

- Vermont Catholic and Burlington Free Press Articles. 

21.  A Beacon of Constant Prayer. The Dedication of the Saint Bruno Scenic 

Viewing Center atop Mount Equinox, September 8, 2012 - Reflections 

and Thoughts. 

22.   The Plenitude of Eucharistic Love. The Letter of Pope Paul VI to the 

Minister General of the Carthusian Order, 1971. 

23.  A Dwelling Place Worthy of God. Saint Bruno and Saint Hugh, Bishop 

of Grenoble, Founder and Co-Founder of the Carthusian Order. 

24.  Finding the Essential in Silence. Pope Benedict XVI’s Visit to the 

Town and Charterhouse of Serra San Bruno, Calabria, Italy, October 9, 

2011. 

25.  The Fire of Divine Charity. Spiritual Letters of Saint Bernard of Clair-

vaux and Saint Catherine of Siena to Carthusian Monks. 

26.  I Come to Express to Your Community the Esteem and Encouragement 

of the Holy See. Two Episcopal Addresses to Carthusian Monks. 

27.  The Cross Stands while the World Turns. The Archbishop of Canter-

bury’s Sermon to Commemorate the Carthusian Martyrs, at Charter-

house, London, May 4, 2010. 

28. Saint Bruno, by Dom André Louf, O.C.S.O. 

29. Personal Prayer, by Reverend Father Dom André Poisson:  

1. At the Threshold of Prayer. 

30. Personal Prayer, by Reverend Father Dom André Poisson:  

2. Prayer in Solitude. 

31. Personal Prayer, by Reverend Father Dom André Poisson:  

3. Prayer and Communion. 

32. He Had to Renounce a Great Human Love for a Greater Love. Memo-

ries of Our Former Prior Dom Raphael Diamond, Written by His Friend 

Dr. Alice von Hildebrand. 
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33. The Life of Christ Rosary, also Known as the Carthusian Rosary. At-

tributed to Dominic of Prussia. 2
nd

 edition. Compiled and Introduced by 

Daniel Frattarelli. 

34. Saint Bruno’s Own Words. Sermons by Reverend Father Dom André 

Poisson for the 9
th

 Centenary of Saint Bruno’s Arrival at Chartreuse, 

Given at La Grande Chartreuse, 1983-1984: 1. Sermons I-V (1983). 

35. Saint Bruno’s Own Words. Sermons by Reverend Father Dom André 

Poisson for the 9
th

 Centenary of Saint Bruno’s Arrival at Chartreuse, 

Given at La Grande Chartreuse, 1983-1984: 2. Sermons VI-X (1984). 

36. The Prayer of the Heart, by Reverend Father Dom André Poisson. 

37. The Interior Life, by a Carthusian Monk.  

38. Like a Voice Crying Out in the Desert: The Meeting at la Grande Char-

treuse, by His Eminence Robert Cardinal Sarah and Reverend Father 

Dom Dysmas de Lassus, with Nicolas Diat. 

39. Contemplatives and the Crisis of Faith, Message by a Group of Con-

templatives to the Synod of Bishops of 1967. 

40. Driving to the Sky: A Visit to Mount Equinox Offers History, Panorama, 

Gifts and Solitude, by Telly Halkias, Independent Journalist, 2018. 

41. Praying for the World: The Monastery Above Manchester Village, by 

Anita Rafael, in Stratton Magazine, Holiday 2017, pp. 100-105. 

To order any of these booklets or other Carthusian items, please con-

tact the gift shop (please, not the monastery) at: 1A St. Bruno Drive, 

Arlington, Vermont 05250. Email: stbrunogiftshop@comcast.net 

Phone: 802-362-1114   Fax: 802-362-3346   Website address: equi-

noxmountain.com 
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Charterhouse of the Transfiguration 
Carthusian Monastery 
1084 Ave Maria Way 
Arlington, VT 05250 
Fax: 802-362-3584 

E-Mail: carthusians_in_america@chartreuse.info 
http://transfiguration.chartreux.org



 

 
CARTHUSIAN EMBLEM 

— 13TH CENTURY — 

A GLOBE SURMOUNTED BY THE CROSS 
WITH SEVEN STARS SYMBOLIZING SAINT BRUNO 

AND HIS FIRST FOLLOWERS 

THE LATIN MOTTO RUNS AS FOLLOWS 
“STAT CRUX DUM VOLVITUR ORBIS“ 

WHICH MEANS 
“THE CROSS STANDS FIRM, WHILE THE WORLD TURNS“ 



 

  

 


